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Abstract: In the digital area, Internet of Things (IoT) and connected objects gen-
erate a huge quantity of data traffic which feeds big data analytic models to dis-
cover hidden patterns and detect abnormal traffic. Though IoT networks are
popular and widely employed in real world applications, security in IoT networks
remains a challenging problem. Conventional intrusion detection systems (IDS)
cannot be employed in IoT networks owing to the limitations in resources and
complexity. Therefore, this paper concentrates on the design of intelligent meta-
heuristic optimization based feature selection with deep learning (IMFSDL) based
classification model, called IMFSDL-IDS for IoT networks. The proposed
IMFSDL-IDS model involves data collection as the primary process utilizing
the IoT devices and is preprocessed in two stages: data transformation and data
normalization. To manage big data, Hadoop ecosystem is employed. Besides,
the IMFSDL-IDS model includes a hill climbing with moth flame optimization
(HCMFO) for feature subset selection to reduce the complexity and increase
the overall detection efficiency. Moreover, the beetle antenna search (BAS) with
variational autoencoder (VAE), called BAS-VAE technique is applied for the
detection of intrusions in the feature reduced data. The BAS algorithm is inte-
grated into the VAE to properly tune the parameters involved in it and thereby
raises the classification performance. To validate the intrusion detection perfor-
mance of the IMFSDL-IDS system, a set of experimentations were carried out
on the standard IDS dataset and the results are investigated under distinct aspects.
The resultant experimental values pointed out the betterment of the IMFSDL-IDS
model over the compared models with the maximum accuracy 95.25% and
97.39% on the applied NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 dataset correspondingly.
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1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is assumed as an interconnected system depending upon authorized protocol
that interchange the data [1] between the operating devices by the internet. Current developments in IoT
presents the idea of providing smartness to sensors, devices, streets, cities, and homes. The IoT is one of
the major and developing areas of advanced computing and transmission technique and has created
significant contribution in several fields, from agriculture sectors to vehicle automation [2]. Currently, IoT
is also denoted as the Internet of Everything (IoE) as it handling many kinds of day-to-day. It is predicted
that in 2025 the amount of device connection might attain 21.5 billons. IoT is a composite [3] of various
layers involving a network layer. Furthermore, the network layers are difficult and sensitive part of an IoT
framework result in several challenges.

However, various security architectures are in place for addressing the privacy problems [4]. These
architectures need installation in the IoT framework or device to function efficiently for resolving safety
threats. Unfortunately, most of the security architectures need significant computation storage and power
[5]. But, several methods like authentication mechanisms, light weighted encryptions are utilized for
overcoming the limitations. The huge amount of nodes, such as devices or hosts are linked to the IoT,
which is a major factor for the safety problems like security breach that occurred in a single node might
result in failing of the entire system. To conflict with the attacks on IoT gadgets, firewall is assumed as
an initial line of protection however it isn’t an efficient result because of the complexity and variability of
IoT frameworks.

Recently, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) have become popular because of their strength. [6]
initially presented the idea of an IDS in 1980 and also introduced an explanation. The concept of IDS is
to determine intruders in any field. In an IoT platform, the intruder could be a host, which tries for
accessing several nodes without approval. An IDS consists of 3 major features: analysis engine, response
module, and agent. The agent is only in charge for collecting data from the information stream by
observing actions. In previous years, the IDS have developed more efficient and reliable, however, the
hacker has also established more differentiated attack methods for defeating this identification system.
Additionally, conventional IDS could not manage the composite network layer in IoT [7]. Recent
advancements in smart systems have stimulated scientists for employing distributed IDS in association
with several Machine Learning (ML) methods like reinforcement learning (RL), deep learning (DL), and
Artificial Neural networks (ANN). The regular ANN method has certain constraints in handling the
difficulty of IDS [8–10]. Enhancing techniques by resolving these limitations is a demand for
understanding the possibilities of IDS in real-time. The major involvement of this method is to employ
blockchain for a multi-agent scheme and tested it with familiar datasets for its efficiency.

1.1 Purpose and Contribution of the Study

Researches illustrate that the highest attacks have occurred at the transport /network layers. The primary
goal of this research is to examine the chance for applying the idea of DL models for IDS in IoT networks.
The main objective of this study is to establish a result, creating a smart IDS that can identify the intruder and
avoid attacks in IoT platforms. To attain this purpose, initially, the existing DL based IDS methods are
studied. For identifying the significant privacy and security problems regarding IoT system attacks, a
review has been made previously. Additionally, the limitations of present IoT gadgets are estimated.
Lastly, a solution is designed by the use of DL model for combat, unexpected attacks are occurred from
illegal intruders, over transport and network layers. For improving the efficiency of IDS, several
optimization methods have been applied. Therefore, the paper contribution can be summarized as follows.
This paper proposes an intelligent metaheuristic optimization based feature selection (FS) with deep
learning (DL) based classification model, called IMFSDL-IDS for IoT networks. The proposed IMFSDL-
IDS model involves data collection at the initial stage by the use of IoT devices and data preprocessing is
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performed. For managing big data, Hadoop ecosystem is employed. In addition, the IMFSDL-IDS technique
includes a hill climbing with moth flame optimization (HCMFO) for feature subset selection to optimally
elect the subset of features. Moreover, the beetle antenna search (BAS) with variational autoencoder
(VAE), called BAS-VAE method is applied for the detection of intrusions. For computing the effectual
intrusion detection results of the IMFSDL-IDS technique, a sequence of experimentations take place and
the results are inspected with respect to several dimensions.

1.2 Organization of the Study

The residual section of the study are organized in the following. Section 2 briefs the current IDS models
available for IoT networks and the design principles involved in DL based IDS is given in Section 3.
Followed by, the proposed model is derived in Section 4 and the stimulation results are discussed in
Section 5. At last, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Literature Review

Ma et al. [11] presented a novel hybrid technique comprising deep neural network (DNN) and spectral
clustering (SC), called spectral clustering deep neural network (SCDNN) for detecting network intrusions.
The SCDNN method comprises deep neural network (DNN) and spectral clustering (SC). Initially, SC
method separates the input trained datasets to k-trained subset, and later the trained subset is utilized for
training the k sub-DNN classification. Then, the tested dataset composes the subset with SC and is
utilized for testing the equivalent sub-DNNs. The investigational outcome demonstrated that SCDNN
method has higher detecting accuracy compared to RF (random forest), BPNN (backpropagation neural
network), Bayesian, and SVM techniques. Lopez-Martin et al. [12] developed an unsupervised network
intrusion detection technique depending upon conditional VAE, so-called ID-CVAE. These techniques
have a certain framework that combines intrusion tags within the decoder layer. The investigational
outcome illustrates that the presented ID-CVAE method gives enhanced classifier outcomes compared to
familiar classification. Especially, this technique can retrieve the lacking features from inadequately
trained datasets. A DL technique [13] for intrusion detection utilizing the Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN), known as RNN-IDS.

Li et al. [14] introduced a DL method for automatically learn the features of graphic NSL-KDD
conversion by the presented graphic transformation method. They utilized Google Net, ResNet, and
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to detect intrusion networks. The efficiency of the image
transformation technique is calculated via binary classification testing on the NSL-KDD dataset. A new
DL classification method is known as S-NDAE is presented in [15]. The presented S-NDAE utilizes RF
and stacked non-symmetric deep auto-encoders (NDAEs) for building a classification method to detect
intrusion. The NDAE method is utilized for learning features and thus, the stacked RF and NDAE
methods are utilized for performing classification. A novel two-stage DL method depending upon stacked
auto-encoders with softmax classification for detecting intrusions in [16]. This method involves
2 decision making stages: Initially, the network traffic is categorized by utilizing normal/abnormal
probability values. Later, the probability values are added with the input features as an extra features for
detecting normal and another kinds of attacks. For evaluating the efficiency of the presented method,
wide-ranging researches have been executed on UNSW-NB15 and KDD99 datasets.

In Li et al. [17], researchers utilized the GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) and LSTM (Long Short-Term
Memory) with the BLS (Extended Learning System) and variable number of hidden layers and its
expansion for building the network abnormality identification method. The NSL-KDD and BGP datasets
are utilized for evaluating the efficiency of the presented method. On NSL-KDD dataset, the
investigational outcome illustrates that the higher efficiency is attained by utilizing GRU3 RNN and
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LSTM4, and the CFBLS (BLS with cascade of mapping features) framework can give the optimum
outcomes. Vinayakumar et al. [18] proposed the distributed DNN method for developing hybrid and
scalable intrusion detection method is known as scale-hybrid-IDS-AlertNet (SHIA). The presented SHIA
can efficiently observe the huge amount of host level and network level performance for automatically
recognize malicious attacks to give network administrators proper signals. The severe investigational
testing on several benchmark IDS dataset shows that the presented method can execute well related to
other conventional ML classification.

3 Design Principles Involved in DL Based IDS for IoT Networks

The goal of DL enabled IDS for IoT networks is to create a model which performs well with respect to
efficacy and proficiency. But every individual model accepts certain design choices which may restrict the
capability in attaining the aim. For instance, few of the DL models don’t address the overfitting issue or
use the model on the unbalanced datasets, or disregard feature engineering processes that destructively
affect the outcome with respect to accuracy, complexity, and resource utilization [19]. Besides, few of the
IDS do not optimize the learning technique and few of them are validated on irrelated dataset, which
does not reflect real-time IoT networking data. With this motivation, the DL enabled IDS solution for IoT
needs to follow the design principles listed below.

(i) Hande overfitting: overfitting occurs once the model realizes an upright fit on the training dataset,
however, it could not exhibit generalization on unknown data. The DL models can avoid
overfitting by the use of regularization (adding a cost to the loss function) and dropout layers
(arbitrarily discard particular features by fixing it to 0).

(ii) Balancing dataset: Imbalanced data denotes an inequality distribution of class instances in the
dataset. When a model undergoes training on the imbalanced dataset, it becomes biased and
favors the majority class labels. Through the proper balance of the datasets, the efficacy of the
model can be enhanced.

(iii) Feature engineering: Enables cost minimization of the DL model with respect to time and memory
utilization. It additionally enhances the accurateness of the model by the elimination of irrelated
feature and applies feature transformation for increasing the performance of the learning
technique.

(iv) Model optimization: It aims at the minimization of loss function that determines the variation
among the predicted and original outcomes. It can be obtained through the iterative adjustment
of the model weights. The utilization of optimization algorithms results in an increase in model
efficacy.

(v) Validation: The DL enabled IDS for IoT needs to be validated on the IoT dataset for getting the
results reflecting the real-time IoT networking data.

4 The Proposed IMFSDL-IDS Model

The overall system framework of the presented IMFSDL-IDS model is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The
figure reveals that IoT devices are initially employed to acquire network data from the target
environment. For handling big data, Hadoop ecosystem is employed. Then, the preprocessing of data take
place to transform the data into a compatible format. Next to that, the HCMSO based feature subset
selection process is performed to select an optimum subset of features. Lastly, the classification method is
executed by the use of BAS-VAE model, and thereby detect the existence of intrusions in the IoT
networks. The detailed working of every component in the system architecture is discussed in the
subsequent sections.
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4.1 Hadoop Ecosystem

For the management of Big Data, Hadoop Ecosystem and the respective elements are widely applied. On
the IoT networks, Hadoop allows the user to store and analyze the big data over clusters through simple
programming models. It offers scalable and faults tolerant towards by the use of 1000’s nodes from an
individual server [20]. A set of three major components involved in Hadoop are MapReduce, Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS), and Hadoop YARN.

4.2 Data Preprocessing

The IMFSDL-IDS model receives only numerical values to train and test the model. Therefore, 1-hot
encoding method is applied for transferring every symbolic feature value on the dataset into numerical
ones [21]. Besides, every symbolic attribute is transformed into numerical values. Then, data
normalization is applied for the normalization of the range of data feature that can fasten the algorithm
execution. Here, maximum-minimum normalization technique is applied for scaling the feature values.
Every feature value undergoes normalization to a particular interval of [0,1] using Eq. (1).

x0 ¼ x� xmin
xmax � xmin

(1)

where x and x0 refers to actual and normalized values respectively.

4.3 Feature Subset Selection

The preprocessed data is fed into the HCMFO algorithm to elect proper subset of features. Moths have
been developed for flying in the night-time by utilizing the moonlight and they are based on this approach is

Figure 1: Overall working process of IMFSDL-IDS model
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known as transverse orientation for navigation. In this technique stimulated from this kind of movement is
introduced. Moths and flames are the major elements of this method [22]. The candidate solution is moths
and the moth’s locations in space are the problems parameters. Thus, moths could fly in one dimension, two
dimensions, three dimensions, or even in hyper dimension space (i.e., dimension d) by varying location
vectors. Flames are the optimum n location of moth that is previously attained. Consequently, flames
represent d-dimension data point. Considering logarithmic spiral, the moth upgrades its location regarding
the provided flame in Eq. (2).

S Mi; Fj

� � ¼ Di � ebt: cos 2ptð Þ þ Fj (2)

where Di implies Euclidian distance of the ith moth for jth flame, b represents constant for determining the
shape of the logarithmic spiral, Mi indicates ith moth, Fj denotes jth flame and t represent arbitrary
numbers in [−1, 1].

In spiral formula, t variable determines the following location of the moth, which must be adjacent to the
flame. Thus, a hyper ellipse is considered near the flame in every direction and the following location of moth
should be inside the space. Additional emphasize the exploitation, it considers t as a random number in r; 1½ �
in which r denotes linear reduction from −1 to −2 across the iteration process, is known as convergence
constant. By this technique, moths consider the exploitation which is equivalent to the flames are more
precisely relative to the iteration counts. Additionally, for enhancing the possibility of converging to a
global solution, an assumed moth is required for updating the location by utilizing individual flames. In
all iterations and then upgrading the flame list, the flames are arranged to depend upon fitness values. The
moths after updating their locations in relation to their equivalent flames. For allowing too much
exploitation of the optimum solution, the flame counts should be reduced regarding the iteration amount
as in Eq. (3). MFO is given in the Eq. (2).

Nflames ¼ round N � l � N � 1

T

� �
(3)

where l represents present iteration number, N indicates maximum flame counts, and T denotes maximum
iteration counts.

The presented MFO for FS process in a wrapper based method. The key feature of wrapper method is the
classification usage as a guideline for FS process. In this presented technique, it utilized VAE as a
classification technique for ensuring the quality of the selected feature sets. VAE is a simpler
classification model which categorizes the unknown sample. This research utilizes the presented MFO
technique to adaptively search the feature space for optimum feature composite, maximize the
classification efficiency. In MFO method, the moth always changing their locations at all points in the
space based on the spiral Eq. (2). The t variable is chosen at arbitrary and decide the following location
of moth Mi. For distinct values of t and considering the distance among flame Fj, and moth Mi the novel
location of Mi could be viewed as an alteration of the location of Fj and vector d that is represented in
Eq. (4).

dtMi;Fj;d
¼ Di � ebt � cos 2ptð Þ (4)

A separate solution denotes the continuous vector with similar dimension as feature counts in the
dataset. A generic illustration of the fitness function (FF) demonstrating both classification efficiency and
amount of selected feature in Eq. (5).

fh ¼ a � E þ 1—að Þ
P

i hi
N

(5)
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where fh denotes FF considering a vector θ sized N with zero or one component demonstrating selected or
unselected features, N denotes entire feature counts in the dataset, E represents classification error rate and α
indicates constant monitoring the significance of classification efficiency for the amount of selected feature.
In this research, the classification efficiency is the main objective which is utilized as a ¼ 1. Fig. 2 illustrates
the flowchart of MFO technique [23]. For enhancing the convergence efficiency of the MFO algorithm, HC
concept is incorporated into it. It enables exchange of a moth earlier to the optimal location using a local
minimum of the current location. The local minima have been offered by the HC. It interchanges the
labels of two vertices when it recognizes the bandwidth is reduced. The HC technique primarily identifies
the critical vertex and looks for the proper vertex for interchanging.

4.4 Data Classification

In the last phase, the BAS-VAE technique is utilized for determining the presence of intrusion in the IoT
networks.

VAE is a generative technique which provides a probability-based model to define the observation in
latent space. It integrates the variational interpretation to the neural networks as function which
determines the approximate posterior distribution [24]. VAEs can generate new data when the model
undergoes training through the sampling process. It is carried out by the creation of the hyperparametric
description of the data which is chosen to have low feature dimensions. Owing to the intrinsic probability

Figure 2: Flowchart of MFO algorithm
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based characteristics of the VAE model, it finds useful to design the IDS. Fig. 3 demonstrates the architecture
of AE.

For a provided the dataset X comprising of N instances, signifying as X ¼ xnf gNn¼1, VAE determines the
generative model in the latent variable zn to xn using the decoder with parameter h like phðxnjznÞ. Generally,
the decoding is DNN and outputs the distribution parameter of phðxnjznÞ. The evaluation of h is done by

maximize the lower bound
PN

n¼1 LB h; ’; xnð Þ of log marginal probability ln ph x1; . . . ; xNð Þ. The lower
bound LBðh; ’; xn) is represented as:

LB h; ’; xnð Þ ¼ Eq’ðznjxnÞ ln phðxnjznÞ½ � � KL q’ znjxnð Þkph znð Þ� �
(6)

whereas the initial term of right-hand side is the assumption of log probability lnphðxnjznÞ interms of the
variational distribution q’ðznjxnÞ, ph znð Þ is the preceding distribution of latent variable zn, and KL �k�ð Þ
refers the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence. In order to manage the issue of non-analytical solution of
lower bound, affected by Eq’ðznjxnÞ ln phðxnjznÞ½ �, the VAE employs an encoder with parameter ’ for
representing q’ðznjxnÞ. An encoder takes xn as the input as well as outputs the distribution parameter of
zn condition on xn. So, the Monte Carlo estimator of lower bound in (2) is illustrated as:

LB h; ’; xnð Þ ’ 1

I

XI

i¼1
ln ph xnjzin

� �� KL q’ znjxnð Þkph znð Þ� �
(7)

where zin implies the ith sampling value of zn sampled in q’ znjxnð Þ. By this technique, the lower bound has a
clear appearance and is optimization by acting stochastic gradient ascent (SGA). Fig. 4 showcases the
structure of VAE.

But, the sampling of latent variable zn hinder the error BP that creates the execution of SGA impossible
[25]. In order to manage this issue, the re-parameterization trick is taken that establishes an auxiliary
parameter en with the prior distribution p enð Þ and signifies zn as

Figure 3: Structure of AutoEncoder

Figure 4: Structure of VAE
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zn ¼ g’ xn; enð Þ; en � p enð Þ (8)

For instance, getting Gaussian distribution as posterior distribution of zn by their mean l’ xnð Þ and
standard deviation (SD) r’ xnð Þ even encoded by encoder, afterward, it contains zn ¼ l’ xnð Þþ
s’ xnð Þ � en with p enð Þ ¼ N ðenj0; IÞ, N �ð Þ referring the Gaussian distribution, and � become the
elementwise product operators. The sampling of zn is written as zin ¼ l’ xnð Þ þ s’ xnð Þ � ein, where ein
implies the ith sampling value of en. The parameterization model prevents the direct sampling of zn, so
permitting BP with the latent variable. To further improve the detection efficiency of the VAE, the model
parameter optimization process is carried out using BAS algorithm. The BAS technique utilizes
2 principles simulated from the performance of beetle searching process with antennae. It can be
noticeable the beetle searches arbitrarily for exploring an unknown location [26]. The steps involved in
BAS are given as follows.

Step 1: Let the location of longicorn beetles in n-dimensional solution space is ¼ x1; x2; . . . ; xnð Þ, to
design the searching performance and the arbitrary process of beetle search can be defined as:

~p ¼ rand n; 1ð Þ
krand n; 1ð Þk (9)

where rand n; 1ð Þ implies the n-dimensional vector of random number within zero and one.

Step 2: Present the search performance together of right-hand as well as left-hand side correspondingly,
for imitating the actions of beetle’s antennae:

xkl ¼ xk � d~p;
xkr ¼ xk þ d~p;

�
(10)

where xk refers the present location of longicorn beetles, d implies the distance in the center of mass to the
antennae, xkr indicates a location lying from the searching region of right-hand side, and xkl represents the left-
hand side.

Step 3: Location upgrade model:

xkþ1 ¼ xk þ~p dksign f xkl
� �� f xkr

� �� �
(11)

where dk represents the current step size, sign implies the symbolic function, and f refers the function as
optimization.

5 Performance Validation

This section offers the experimental validation of the IMFSDL-IDS technique on two standard datasets
namely NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 dataset. The former dataset includes a total of 3333 samples,
41 attributes, and 2 classes. Likewise, the latter dataset comprises a set of 257673 samples, 49 attributes,
and 2 classes. For experimentation, tenfold crossvalidation technique is employed. The details associated
with the datasets are shown in Tab. 1.

Tab. 2 illustrates the FS results analysis of the HCMFO algorithm on the applied two datasets. The table
values demonstrated that the HCMFO algorithm has chosen a subset of features from the NSL-KDD and
UNSW-NB15 dataset with the least good cost of 0.002468 and 0.003467 respectively.
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Tab. 3 and Fig. 5 inspect the intrusion detection performance of the IMFSDL-IDS model on the
employed NSL-KDD dataset. From the obtained values, it is evident that the IMFSDL-IDS technique has
accomplished improved intrusion detection performance under different types of attacks. For instance, the
IMFSDL-IDS model has detected the DoS attacks with the prec. of 87.46%, rec. of 95.10%, F1-score of
91.32%, and acc. of 96.23%. Eventually, the IMFSDL-IDS method has detected the R2l attacks with the
prec. of 87.23%, rec. of 96.80%, F1-score of 90.51%, and acc. of 95.26%.

Meanwhile, the IMFSDL-IDS approach has detected the Probe attacks with the prec. of 86.31%, rec. of
95.62%, F1-score of 90.73%, and acc. of 95.01%. Concurrently, the IMFSDL-IDS method has detected the
U2r attacks with the prec. of 87.53%, rec. of 95.21%, F1-score of 89.98%, and acc. of 94.91%.
Simultaneously, the IMFSDL-IDS methodology has detected the Normal attacks with the prec. of
87.286%, rec. of 94.26%, F1-score of 90.25%, and acc. of 94.86%.

Table 1: Dataset description

Description NSL-KDD UNSW-NB15

Number of Instances 3333 257673

Number of Features 41 49

Number of Class 2 2

Percentage of Normal Samples 67343 93000

Percentage of Attack Samples 58630 164673

Table 2: Results analysis of HCMFO based feature selection on applied dataset

Dataset Best cost Selected features

NSL-KDD 0.002468 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 21, 23, 26, 28, 31, 33, 36, 37, 39, 40

UNSW-NB15 0.003467 1, 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 20, 21, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32,
33, 36, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45, 48

Table 3: Result analysis of proposed IMFSDL-IDS method on NSL-KDD dataset

Attack type Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy

Dos 87.46 95.10 91.32 96.23

R2l 87.23 96.80 90.51 95.26

Probe 86.31 95.62 90.73 95.01

U2r 87.53 95.21 89.98 94.91

Normal 87.28 94.26 90.25 94.86

Average 87.16 95.40 90.56 95.25
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Tab. 4 and Fig. 6 examine the intrusion detection performance of the IMFSDL-IDS method on the
applied UNSW-NB15 dataset. From the achieved values, it is apparent that the IMFSDL-IDS approach
has accomplished enhanced intrusion detection performance under distinct types of attacks. For instance,
the IMFSDL-IDS method has detected the Normal attacks with the prec. of 88.82%, rec. of 97.18%, F1-
score of 92.24%, and acc. of 97.36%.

Also, the IMFSDL-IDS technique has detected the DoS attacks with the prec. of 89.42%, rec. of 96.44%,
F1-score of 91.83%, and acc. of 97.85%. Besides, the IMFSDL-IDS approach has detected the Shellcode
attacks with the prec. of 90.12%, rec. of 97.25%, F1-score of 91.87%, and acc. of 95.68%. Followed by,
the IMFSDL-IDS manner has detected the Backdoor attacks with the prec. of 88.46%, rec. of 96.57%,
F1-score of 91.99%, and acc. of 97.89%. Additionally, the IMFSDL-IDS approach has detected the
Generic attacks with the prec. of 89.34%, rec. of 96.72%, F1-score of 91.04%, and acc. of 98.57%.
Moreover, the IMFSDL-IDS methodology has detected the Exploits attacks with the prec. of 90.25%, rec.
of 95.79%, F1-score of 92.31%, and acc. of 95.91%. Furthermore, the IMFSDL-IDS technique has

Figure 5: Result analysis of IMFSDL-IDS model on NSL-KDD dataset

Table 4: Result analysis of proposed IMFSDL-IDS method on UNSW-NB15 dataset

Attack type Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy

Normal 88.82 97.18 92.24 97.36

DoS 89.42 96.44 91.83 97.85

Shellcode 90.12 97.25 91.87 95.68

Backdoor 88.46 96.57 91.99 97.89

Generic 89.34 96.72 91.04 98.57

Exploits 90.25 95.79 92.31 95.91

Fuzzers 89.16 95.49 91.92 98.65

Reconnaissance 88.89 95.31 89.61 97.99

Analysis 88.17 96.79 91.87 97.99

Worms 89.02 96.42 90.64 96.05

Average 89.17 96.40 91.53 97.39
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detected the Fuzzers attacks with the prec. of 89.16%, rec. of 95.49%, F1-score of 91.92%, and acc. of
98.65%. Subsequently, the IMFSDL-IDS technique has detected the Reconnaissance attacks with the
prec. of 88.89%, rec. of 95.31%, F1-score of 89.61%, and acc. of 97.99%. Along with that, the IMFSDL-
IDS algorithm has detected the Analysis attacks with the prec. of 88.17%, rec. of 96.79%, F1-score of
91.87%, and acc. of 97.99%. At last, the IMFSDL-IDS technique has detected the Worms attacks with
the prec. of 89.02%, rec. of 96.42%, F1-score of 90.64%, and acc. of 96.05%.

Tab. 5 and Fig. 7 offer the comparative results analysis of the IMFSDL-IDS model with the existing
methods on the applied NSL-KDD dataset. From the table, it is observed that the EM model has
exhibited worse performance over the other methods. At the same time, the Standard MLP-SM1, TSDL
-ANN, GALR-DT, and RF methods have demonstrated slightly increased results over the EM model.
Followed by, the standard MLP-NB, TSDL-LR, NAWIR, TSDL-DT, and standard MLP-SM2 models
have portrayed closer and moderate performance.

Figure 6: Result analysis of IMFSDL-IDS model on UNSW-NB15 dataset

Table 5: Comparative analysis of proposed IMFSDL-IDS method on NSL-KDD dataset

Model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy

IMFSDL-IDS 87.16 95.40 90.56 95.25

BAS-VAE 86.96 95.03 90.12 94.95

FFN 86.76 94.24 89.75 94.70

VAE 87.90 95.21 90.20 93.30

Two-stage Ensemble 91.60 91.30 – 91.72

GALR-DT – – – 81.42

NAWIR – 98.50 – 83.47

RF – 81.60 79.50 81.61

Standard MLP-SM1 – – – 81.30

Standard MLP-SM2 – 63.27 – 89.13

Standard MLP-NB – – – 82.07

TSDL -DT – – – 85.56

TSDL -ANN – – – 81.34

TSDL -LR – – – 83.15

EM – – – 78.47
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Along with that, the two-stage ensemble and VAE models have depicted manageable outcomes whereas
even increased results are accomplished by the FFN and BAS-VAEmodel. However, the proposed IMFSDL-
IDS model has demonstrated effective performance with the maximum precision of 87.16%, recall of
95.40%, F1-score of 90.56%, and accuracy of 95.25%.

Tab. 6 and Fig. 8 give the comparative outcomes analysis of the IMFSDL-IDS method with the existing
methods on the applied UNSW-NB15 dataset. From the table, it can be stated that the STL-IDS method has
demonstrated least performance over the other techniques. Likewise, the DBN, S-NDAE, SVM, and Two-
stage Ensemble techniques have portrayed somewhat higher outcomes over the STL-IDS model. Besides,
the standard Ensemble, Multilayer, and DBN+SVM approaches have showcased closer and moderate
performance. In addition, the two-stage ensemble and VAE models have depicted manageable results
whereas even increased results are accomplished by the FFN and BAS-VAE models.

Figure 7: Comparative analysis of IMFSDL-IDS model on NSL-KDD dataset

Table 6: Comparative Analysis of Proposed IMFSDL-IDS Method on UNSW-NB15 Dataset

Model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy

IMFSDL-IDS 89.17 96.40 91.53 97.39

BAS-VAE 89.06 96.10 91.02 96.98

FFN 88.20 95.86 90.96 96.70

VAE 87.90 95.42 91.30 97.01

Two-stage Ensemble 88.00 86.80 – 85.79

DBN – 80.58 84.08 80.58

S-NDAE – 85.42 87.37 85.42

SVM – 86.22 89.30 –

(Continued)
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However, the proposed IMFSDL-IDS model has outperformed effective performance with a higher
precision of 89.17%, F1-score of 91.53%, recall of 96.40%, and accuracy of 97.39%. For assessing the
effectual intrusion detection results of the IMFSDL-IDS technique, a series of experimentation takes
place and the results are inspected with respect to several dimensions. The resultant experimental values
pointed out the betterment of the IMFSDL-IDS models over the compared models interms of disinct
measures.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented an innovative IMFSDL-IDS method to effectively detect intrusions in the IoT
networks. The proposed IMFSDL-IDS model primarily utilizes IoT devices for data acquisition. Followed
by, data preprocessing is carried out in two levels such as data transformation and data normalization.
Next, the feature subset selection procedure is performed using HCMFO algorithm. Finally, the BAS-
VAE technique is employed for the detection of intrusions in IoT network. The BAS algorithm is

Figure 8: Comparative analysis of IMFSDL-IDS model on UNSW-NB15 dataset

Table 6 (continued)

Model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy

Ensemble – 90.45 93.91 –

Multilayer – 91.98 94.36 –

DBN + SVM – 92.17 94.65 –

STL-IDS – 76.56 79.07 80.48
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integrated into the VAE to properly tune the parameters involved in it and thereby raises the classification
performance. For assessing the effectual intrusion detection results of the IMFSDL-IDS model, a series of
experimentation takes place and the outcomes are inspected with respect to several dimensions. The
resultant experimental values pointed out the betterment of the IMFSDL-IDS model over the compared
methods with the maximal 95.25% and 97.39% accuracy on the applied UNSW-NB15 and NSL-KDD
dataset respectively. As a part of future extension, outlier detection techniques can be incorporated into
the presented model to eradicate the existence of outliers in the real-time networking data.
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